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ABSTRACT:
Electronic payment system is revolutionary stage of Indian economic industry. Electronic payment system is also known as digital payment has come up with both infrastructure ecommerce and Mobile commerce. The digital transaction was massively spread was USD 5.44 trillion in 2020. In India, Ecommerce industry has created valuable customer satisfaction in various consumer-based sectors. Now with the help of advanced technology companies coming up with mobile applications-based industry. Mobile applications-based technological business is termed as Mobile commerce. Internet applications-based innovative business is named as Mobile tradebusiness . The expansion of the capacity and strength of remote offers gives right freedoms to ascending contributions to clients. Organizations are beginning to understand that m-trade's what is significant to improve their image, help deals, and hold up with contenders. In the present-day business associations, portable trade has been entered in various functional disciplines. In these areas, India needs to have its spot inside the cutting edge of providing imaginative administrations and applications to its residents. This review analyzes the connection between purchaser reactions towards current innovation through portable business. This paper presents a survey of advanced installment however portable trade plans of action and we attempt to give an outline of the change in outlook of tolerating change in method of installment exchanges. Secondary information have been gathered and broke down by the specialists. This paper endeavors to comprehend the moving from web based business to m-trade and to survey the rising pattern of computerized installment exchange mode.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In today's world, the internet has become an indispensable component of our lives. The internet is a cutting-edge technology that allows you to communicate with people from all around the world. The internet helps the consumer market as well. With technological advancements, e-commerce has begun its journey to develop a digital platform. (2015) (Mishra). E-marketers play a critical role in raising customer awareness and delivering items and services to their homes. E-commerce has had an impact on India's consumer goods markets. The advent of technology has made it possible to penetrate the digital payment platform using user-friendly solutions. Contactless payment system which is always environment friendly. (Dr Mishra, Dr Tripti Sahu, Dr Nitin Ranjan, 2021). With upgraded innovation, the worldview is progressing from electronic trade (E-business) to versatile business (M-Commerce). The public authority has executed various computerized drives to further develop the advanced installment framework

2. VARIABLES AFFECTING THE RECEPTION OF MOBILE TRADE BUSINESS

The going with components are drawn from the composition on development gathering models. The accompanying region examined the parts that sway M-business gatheringing.

• Seen handiness: As shown by Davis (1989), the evident utility of a structure in taking on new advancement to additionally foster work, especially in current information development.

• Perceived convenience: As per Dholakia and Dholakia (2004), how much a singular puts forth an attempt to utilize is shown. Different examinations have been done on the viability of any innovation as far as client adequacy. Specialists have suggested that innovation be easy to use to work on legitimate working conditions.

• Perceived trust: Saw trust, as per Cho et al. (2007), plays a huge impact in buyer conduct for any item. Trust has been shown to be a significant angle in the achievement of versatile innovation by analysts. In versatile business, there are an assortment of mechanical contemplations to consider. Thus, seen trust adds to the production of a great business environment for portable trade.

• Perceived cost: Anil et al. (2003) found that cost is a significant issue in choosing whether or not to utilize versatile exchanges. Shopper conduct is impacted by the apparent expense of conveying things by means of portable business, as per Sadi and Noordin (2011).
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3. **RESEARCH PROBLEM**
The utilization of the innovation is the fundamental factor for purchasing any items or administrations for shoppers now a days. The unrest of innovation influencing purchaser purchasing conduct in the Indian buyer market. According to factual examination online business has colossal potential in India. Exchanging over to Web based business to M-Trade (Versatile Business) again empower us to give different freedoms to both purchaser and vender. The examination has discovered hole between goal of innovation in Indian buyer market and mindfulness about different computerized mode installment framework. The specialist has discovered structure trust towards our items and cost factor likewise significant issues for portable applications-based organizations.

4. **OBJECTIVE OF STUDY:**
   - The comparative analysis and buying trends of electronic commerce and mobile trade business
   - To study effect of digital mode of payment on the sales.

5. **METHODOLOGY :**
   Based on published literature, this article was developed using the library research approach. In accordance with the issue of the usage of ecommerce and mobile commerce at Covid-19, the literature used consists of journals, books, and data gathered from the internet. Data from a variety of books, journals, and the internet is then studied and examined in order to reach the results presented in this article.

6. **COMPARATIVE ELEMENTS OF ELECTRONIC COMMERCE AND MOBILE TRADE BUSINESS:**
   
   The accompanying table no.1 shows different recognize provisions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FEATURES</th>
<th>ELECTRONIC COMMERCE</th>
<th>MOBILE COMMERCE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Devices</td>
<td>PC, laptops</td>
<td>Smartphones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OS</td>
<td>Windows, Unix, Linux</td>
<td>Symbian (EPOC), PalmOS, Pocket</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Networks</td>
<td>TCP/IP &amp; Fixed Wire line Internet</td>
<td>GSM, GSM/GPRS, TDMA CDMA, CDPD, paging networks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portability</td>
<td>Less portable</td>
<td>More parable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convenience transactions</td>
<td>Less Comfortable</td>
<td>More Comfortable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Versatility</td>
<td>Not versatile, fixed area</td>
<td>Versatile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Device identity</td>
<td>May not be identified</td>
<td>Can always be identified</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

   *Source: Accumulated data*

6. **MEASURABLE FIGURES: CUSTOMER PATTERN MOVING FROM ELECTRONIC BUSINESS TO MOBILE TRADE BUSINESS**
   
   Customer inclinations are changing from electronic to mobile trade, as proven by insights from incredibly famous statistical research firms.

   1. According to Statista's exploration data set, India has 1.1 billion cellphone clients while China has 1.5 billion. Around the world, the cell phone is turning out to be progressively significant. As indicated by the review, in 2019, 67 percent of the total populace possesses a cell phone.

   2. According to OuterBox's information base, 79% of cell phone clients utilized their telephones to shop online over the most recent a half year.

   3. According to Statista's research database, mobile commerce sales forecasts indicate that by 2021, smartphones would cover 59 percent of US retail electronic commerce.

   4. Transactions by smartphone have expanded dramatically, according to Statista's research database. Mobile commerce is still growing at a rate of 29%, compared to 22% for electronic commerce.

   5. According to Invesp's current study database, between 8% and 10% of people continue to shop online using their smartphones. Shopping on a desktop has been observed to be decreasing year after year, from 78 percent to 63 percent.

   6. According to Allied Market Study's current research database, global mobile payment is rapidly rising in numerous areas. By 2023, the mobile payment market is expected to be worth $4,574 billion.

   7. Retail business is rising with digital wallet, according to Zion Market Research's latest research database. Users of smart phones are increasingly requiring digital wallets. According to study, this industry would be worth $3142.2 billion globally by 2022.

   8. As indicated by Stastica's exploration information base, utilizing cellphones to make buys at retail location (POS) is known as closeness portable installment exchange, and it is one of the quickest developing m-business patterns, with 721 million clients around the world.

7. **DIGITAL WALLETS IN INDIA & UPI PAYMENT APP**
   As buying patterns continue to change as a result of Covid 19, mobile and digital wallets in India have also changed. Mobile wallets and digital payment apps have surpassed credit card usage and are gradually replacing traditional payment methods, thanks to UPI, which makes payments frictionless. (Mishra, 2015) Google Pay (formerly known as Tez), PhonePe (formerly part of Google) and MobiKwik are examples of the competitive mobile wallet market in India.
Flipkart), Dhani App (part of the Indiabulls group), BHIM Axis Pay (a UPI banking app), PayTM (one of the largest mobile commerce platforms), MobiKwik, Yono by SBI, ICICI Pockets, HDFC PayZapp, Amazon Pay, and others are among the digital wallets available in the Indian market.

8 COVID-19 EFFECT ON UPI TRANSACTIONS THROUGH MOBILE

Public Installments Partnership of India (NPCI) presented UPI on August 26, 2016. Somewhere in the range of 2016 and 2020, the aggregate sum exchanged on the UPI stage was Rs. 43.45 lakh crore. Among Spring and August 2020, 14.26 lakh crore was traded. This adds up to over 33% of the whole sum executed through versatile on this stage during the most recent four years (32.82%). UPI exchanges have expanded significantly. Following the pandemic, the volume of exchanges on the UPI network likewise flooded. Complete advanced installments through computerized wallet moved from 2183.8 Rs. thousand Crore in May 2020 to 2539.5 Rs. thousand Crore in May 2021, as indicated by data from the Public Installments Enterprise of India (NPCI).

This flood gives off an impression of being because of little ticket sums and a longing for contactless installments. Truth be told, inside the most recent a half year, the normal number of day by day portable exchanges has expanded. In August 2020, there were generally 5.22 crore day by day versatile exchanges, contrasted with 3.33 crore in April 2020. During the long stretches of Spring to August 2019, notwithstanding, normal every day exchanges inside the 3 crore level.

9. VALUE OF RETAIL M-BUSINESS SALES

M-business retail deals in India from 2015 to 2020. By 2020, India’s versatile retail internet business deals are relied upon to arrive at roughly 38 billion dollars. This was a major increment from 2015, yet given the country’s high cell phone and versatile web reception rates, it’s to be expected.

Source: Statista 2021
10. FINDINGS OF THE STUDY:
- It has been found that customer inclinations are changing from electronic to mobile trade
- Mobile phone is becoming essential part of individual’s life. Globally 67% of population are having own mobile phone. Thus, mobile market has huge potential to enhance more productive and profitable business environment.
- Mobile users are 79% of smartphone user used for online shopping through smartphone.
- Indian retail industry is witness of transaction through mobile sales. It is again forecasting to grow $37.96 billion by 2020.
- In India, as per various researcher mobile leads large potential 90% mobile phone penetration by 2022, 60% of population will have internet connectivity, 18 GB data consumption per internet user by 2025.
- Central government of India has proactively initiated various programs. Government of India focused on cashless economy which is very initiative to expand digital based commerce market business in India.

11. SUGGESTIONS & IMPLICATION OF STUDY:
- The digital payment mode is drastically increasing with huge expectation from the government and marketer as well. Thus, corporate and government agencies should jointly create efficient ecosystem to extend the cashless economy to the next level.
- Consumer satisfaction play important role to growth of any business model. Thus marketer should communicate and connect with prospective and existing customers accordingly.
- Government should provide effective educational or training program for awareness of effective use and implementation of digital program.
- Government should also provide advanced technologies-based infrastructure for all kind of citizens.

12. CONCLUSION:
Advanced digital mode exchanges well affect the two clients and advertisers in the present shopper industry. Advertisers should understand their clients' requirements and give 360-degree arrangements dependent on their inclinations. They should investigate cross-channel or cross-gadget buyer ventures to do geological and segment division. The specialist tracked down that it has been discovered that purchaser purchasing pattern moving from internet business to m-trade and emphatically expanding deals towards computerized method of installment. The progression taken by government likewise estimable to help credit only economy and compelling component of advanced digital framework in India.
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